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#news

PENTAX K-1
PENTAX’s first 35mm full-frame digital SLR camera, and 
the new flagship model of the popular PENTAX K series, 
providing outstanding operability and superb reliability

Equipped with a large, high-performance CMOS image sensor (35.9mm by 24.0mm) and suppor-
ted by approximately 36.4 effective megapixels and PENTAX-original imaging technologies, the 
PENTAX K-1 assures super-high-resolution images rich in gradation and superb in high-sensitivity 
rendition. Thanks to its large image sensor, the camera provides the same depth of field as a 35mm 
film-format camera, and allows the user to create a fine bokeh (defocus) effect more effectively 
than before. By further advancing its unique technologies, accumulated over decades of camera 
development, PENTAX has also equipped the K-1 with a host of the latest technologies.
A new-generation shake reduction mechanism effectively reduces camera shake along five axes with 
a compensation range of five shutter steps. This mechanism also shifts the image sensor unit by 
a single pixel to assure super-high-resolution digital imaging. An extra-accurate exposure-control 
mechanism is supported by state-of-the-art artificial intelligence technology. 
Within its compact body, the K-1 also provides an array of PENTAX-original features and functions, 
such as a flexible tilt-type LCD monitor that can be tilted to the desired angle horizontally and ver-
tically without deviating from the lens’s optical axis; an Operation Assist Light function to facilitate 
camera operation in the dark; and an optical viewfinder with a nearly 100-percent field of view. 
In addition to an assortment of interchangeable lenses -- from old film-era lenses to the latest D 
FA-series models -- the K-1 also accepts more compact DA-series lenses with a smaller image circle, 
with the help of its Crop function.

FEATURES:

High-resolution, fine-gradation images supported by approximately 36.4 effective megapixels
New-generation SR II five-axis system
Flexible tilt-type LCD monitor to accommodate various shooting angles
Newly developed SAFOX 12 with 33 sensor points and full-frame-proportioned AF frame
Upgraded PENTAX Real-Time Scene Analysis System, with application of artificial intelligence 
technology
Easy-to-focus optical viewfinder with nearly 100-percent field of view
High-speed continuous shooting with a top speed of approximately 4.4 images per second
Supportive shooting functions to improve picture-taking efficiency and operational comfort
Compact, solid body with dustproof, weather-resistant construction
Wireless LAN connection to support smartphone operation 
Full HD movie recording with an array of creative tools
Built-in GPS module

http://www.pentax.com/en/k-1/
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e-shop
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#e-shop

just a few clicks,
choose size and color
and receive it at home!
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#ebace

EBACE 2016

At the end of the 2016 edition of the European Business Aviation Convention & 
Exhibition (EBACE2016), organizers stated that  the show continues to demonstrate, 
in a variety of ways, its standing as Europe’s foremost business aviation event, and 
its value to exhibitors and attendees alike.

Jointly hosted by the National Business Aviation Association (NBAA) and the Euro-
pean Business Aviation Association (EBAA), EBACE is a premier event and the annual 
meeting place for the European business aviation community 
“This year’s show was a terrific success, characterized by a full exhibit floor, with 
lots of business getting done,” noted EBAA CEO Fabio Gamba. “It’s an affirmation that 
EBACE remains Europe’s most important industry event.”

EBAA President Brian Humphries agreed. “We’re very pleased with the level of 
enthusiasm we’ve seen this year,” he said. “In addition to the busy show floor and 
sold-out aircraft static display, our seminars and education sessions were well 
attended, and participants were very engaged with presenters and one another.”
NBAA President and CEO Ed Bolen added: “EBACE exhibitors and attendees repea-
tedly told us this week that the show continues to be a must-attend on the industry 
calendar. Additionally, EBACE once again highlighted the size and significance of 
business aviation in Europe, and around the world.”

Gamba, Humphries and Bolen pointed to several figures illustrating the success of 
this year’s show:

•EBACE2016 featured more than 450 exhibitors, representing more than 40 countri-
es. The static display of aircraft featured 60 aircraft – some were new to the event, 
or made their world debut at EBACE. The footprint for the show, as measured by 
square metres for exhibitors and the aircraft display, was the largest to date.
•EBACE2016 attendees came from more than 100 countries, from the European 
region and beyond.
•The show’s Opening General Session lineup was among the strongest ever, 
featuring leaders from government and industry. Keynote speakers included former 
Foreign Minister of France and co-founder of Doctors Without Borders, Dr. Bernard 
Kouchner; Executive Director of the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA), Patrick 
Ky, and; Channel IT Group founder and CEO Bassim Haidar, whose company provides 
telecommunications and electricity in 23 countries in Asia, Latin America, Africa and 
the Middle East. Haidar has extensively used business aviation to help his company 
be more flexible, efficient and successful.
•The event included two day-long seminars – one related to aircraft transactions, 
the other on business aviation safety – as well as a host of education sessions co-
vering important industry topics and trends. The show’s popular “Inspiration Zone” 

Ph. By Rocco Comandè, Roberto Leone
text by Carlo Dedoni
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had sessions on timely topics, including considerations for business aviation 
operations in parts of the world affected by the Zika virus.
•EBACE was again a powerful venue for closing deals and generating headli-
nes, with a variety of press conferences held during the show, and more than 
400 journalists from all over the world in attendance.
“By every measure, EBACE2016 was a great success, and we are delighted 
with the support we’ve received from exhibitors and attendees,” Gamba 
concluded. “We look forward to welcoming everyone back to Geneva for 
EBACE2017.” 

(Carlo Dedoni)

Click to play the video
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#spotting-report

red flag 
2016-2

by Dave Chng
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RED FLAG is held 4 times a year and this Exercise combine different assets. 
The purpose of the Exercise is to give pilots from the U.S., NATO and other al-
lied countries an opportunity to practice and refine their skills for real combat 
situations. This includes the use of “enemy” hardware and live ammunition for 
bombing exercises within the Nellis complex. There are two teams, the good guys 
(Blue Team) and the aggressors (Red Team). The Red Team is composed of spe-
cialized squadron like the 64th Aggressors where pilots are specially trained 
for this purpose, flying the F-16 aircraft. Red flag 16-2 also involve for the 1st 
time 435th Fighter Training Squadron from Randolph AFB and 88th Fighter Trai-
ning Squadron from Sheppard AFB flying the T-38C doing the red force. We are 
seeing a lot more T38 being use as Aggressors just like the Navy using the F5n 
in aggressor dedicated role squadron like the VFC-13 Saints and VFC-111 Sundow-
ners. The F5 and T38 platform makes a good simulation of the MIG-21 that most 
of our potential enemies are still flying.  Draken, a civilian own company was also 
contracted to do Aggressor role flying Ex New Zealander’s A-4 Skyhawks.  The 
Blue Team is composed of the various guest “players” in their native aircraft.

2016 started strong so far with Red Flag 16-1 and currently Red Flag 16-2 held 
from Feb 29 to Mar 11th. 16-2 is a considerable smaller exercise than the 16-1 with 
75 aircraft participation. We will concentrate on Red Flag 16-2 emphasizing on 
the different air assets and the different experience we could get when visiting 
Nellis AFB. Here are the Units listed for this Red flag 16-2.
- 53rd Wing, 422nd Test and Evaluation Squadron, F-15C, Nellis AFB, Nevada 
( Blue Force)
- 4th Fighter Wing, 336th Fighter Squadron, F-15E, Seymour Johnson AFB, North 
Carolina ( Blue Force)
- 432nd Wing, MQ-9, Ellsworth AFB, S.D./Creech AFB, Nevada ( Blue Force)
- 12th Fighter Wing, 435th Fighter Training Squadron, AT-38C, Randolph AFB, 
Texas ( Red Force) 
- 94th Airlift Wing, 700th Airlift Squadron, C-130H3, Dobbins ARB, Georgia 
( Blue Force)
- 20th Fighter Wing, 77th Fighter Squadron, F-16CM, Shaw AFB, South Carolina 
( Blue Force)

RED FLAG 16-2 Experience
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- 82nd Fighter Training Wing, 88th Fighter Training Squadron, AT-38C, Sheppard 
AFB, Texas ( Red Force)
- 552nd Air Control Wing, 963rd Airborne Air Control Squadron, E-3B/C/G, 
Tinker AFB, Oklahoma ( Blue Force)
- 2nd Bomb Wing, 96th Bomb Squadron, B-52, Barksdale AFB, Louisiana 
( Blue Force)
- Helicopter Sea Combat Squadron 21, MH-60, Naval Air Station North Island, 
California
- Italian Air Force, 4th Fighter Wing, Eurofighter F2000-A, Grosseto, Italy 
( Blue Force)
- 22nd Air Refueling Wing, KC-135, McConnell AFB, Kansas 
- Turkish Air Force 132 Fighter Squadron & 141Fighter Squadron, F-16, 3rd & 4th 
Main Jet Bases, Turkey ( Blue Force)
- Turkish Air Force, 101 Air Refueling Squadron, KC-135R, 10th Tanker Base, 
Turkey( Blue Force)
- 57th Wing, 64th Aggressor Squadron, F-16C, Nellis AFB, Nevada ( Red Force)
- 28th Bomb Wing, 34th Bomb Squadron, B-1B, Ellsworth AFB, South Dakota 
( Blue Force)
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Photographing Red flag from the inside.

2 runway runs parallel to each other for Nellis AFB ( KSLV)  03 ( L and R) and 21 ( L and R) of 
approximately 10,000 ft in length that can support from Fighter jets to the biggest bombes we 
have. We were in between two runway thus giving us a good perspective, distance in the va-
rying afternoon Vegas sun.  All Red flag starts with the Heavies taking off at about 1230pm The 
tanker usually goes up 1st and while Red Flag 16-2 have quite a good support on the KC-135 both 
from the USAF and Turkish AF KC-135 units and we counted 4 tankers on the mass launch. B-
52H took the center stage when 8 of those Smokey jet engine came to roar. The Unmistakable 
Las Vegas backdrop and a smokey B-52 coming at you is quite a scene. We counted 2x B-52H 
from 96th Bomb Squadron, Barksdale AFB do a slow and graceful take off and ended with black 
smoke on the North side of Las Vegas speedway. 
Tanker by Serial number 
KC-135 McConnell 58-0061, 62-3551
KC-135 Turkey 60-0326, 62-3563
KC-135 Utah 57-1435
B-52H by Serial Number
B-52 LA 20BS 60-0008/8AF, 61-0013

The Bones or B-1B came next and 4 of those GE F-101 engine thundering in your face 30 to 40 
yds away can be quite an experience. The roar, smell and concussion of those engine makes 
you feel the power of the Bones and have full respect of this aircraft.  The B1B have gone throu-
gh a comprehensive upgrades so the cold war days of low level penetrating nuclear strike 
capability of this strategic bomber have been change to a more robust conventional and anti-
terrorist warfare scenario of the 21st century. The notable mounting of the Sniper XR pod on 
the starboard side gives the Bones precision strike capability plus the Block D and E suite that 
enable the “Bones” to have upgrade added Joint Direct Attack Munition (JDAM), ALE-50 Towed 
Decoy System, and anti-jam radios.
B-1B by Serial Number
B-1 EL 34BS 85-0072, 85-0079, + 1 more
B-1 EL yellow/blue 85-0066/28BW

We were fortunate to have got the E-3G launching with the heavies on this mission which in 
the past, AWACS launch was usually left for the night mission. 552nd Air Control Wing, 963rd 
Airborne Air Control Squadron, E-3B/C/G, Tinker AFB, Oklahoma did a single ship launch which 
also shows a 2nd jet on the hot ramp.

The Fighter jets launch started with the Aggressors from 64th Aggressors of Nellis AFB. They 
currently fly the F-16C Blk 25 and 32 version simulating enemy gen 3 and 4 aircraft. The 
64th Aggressors spot with the most color camouflage pattern and Eastern bloc BORD number 
whereby in this Exercise we have the Blue Flanker Camo, Desert Flanker Camo, Artic Camo, 
Blizzard and Lizard Camouflage pattern. These pattern mimic the Eastern Bloc MIG-29, SU27 
and other adversaries. The camouflage pattern is discussed in detail in this article 
http://airwingspotter.com/64th-aggressor-squadron-camouflage-scheme/

The Turkish Air Force flew in 2 squadrons of F-16 of the Blk 40 and 50 variants coming from 
the 132 Filo (Fighter Squadron) and 141 Filo (Fighter Squadron).Two aircrafts with special demo 
markings was present during this deployment.
Turkish F-16 by serial number
88-0035, 89-0037, 89-0044, 90-0011 special paint, 91-0011 special paint, 92-0023

Italian Air Force deploy with Typhoon EF-2000 in different variants namely Tranche 1 and 2. 
8 of their Eurofighter EF 2000 Typhoons from 4º Stormo (4th Wing) and 36° Stormo (Wing) 
based at Grosseto Air Base, Gioia del Colle Italy flew in with 2x 767 Tanker support. This is the 
1st attempt of the Italian Airforce to participate in the Red Flag Exercise. Italian detachment 
commander Col. Marco Bertoli did indicate that the primary mission of the EF2000 was of AIR 
to AIR mission however during the launch we did see 2x EF2000 of Tranche 2 variant armed 
with GBU-16 and Rafale Ligtening III targeting pod. The detachment also include 5x EF2000 of 
Tranche 1 variants. One aircraft was photographed with the GBU-16 on the launch and on return 
with empty pylon shows multi role mission being tested in this Red Flag Exercise. 

Typhoon EF2000 by serial number
MM7272/36-14, MM7271/4-15, MM7276/36-05, MM7284/36-10,MM7300/4-44, 
MM7301/4-53, MM7302/36-25, MM55130/4-33

4th Fighter Wing, 336th Fighter Squadron, Rocketeers F-15E, Seymour Johnson AFB, North 
Carolina came next with the Mud Hens…… F-15E. The F-15E shows its pure power laden with 
AIM-120, AIM9M and LGB or JDAMS. All of them spot with the Sniper XR and Lantirn pods
F-15E by Serial Number
336FS 86-0187, 87-0177 no flash, 87-0195, 88-1668, 88-1671, 88-1673, 88-1682, 88-1687, 
88-1700, 88-1706, 89-0474, 89-0488/336FS, 89-0490

Probably this is the 1st time we get to see 2 Squadron of T-38C Talon participated in Red 
Flag. All 2 units are from the Great State of Texas Namely, 435th Fighter Training Squadron 
Randolph AFB and 88th Fighter Training Squadron Sheppard AFB.  We get to see 1st hand 
how aggressive these nimble “ MIG-21” like aircraft maneuvers. I have had a good chance of 
seeing these T38 in action being station in TX, but seeing them in Red Flag gives me lots of 
respect to these pilots. I have also see lots of aggressor roles being taken by T-38 aircraft 
like those from Whiteman AFB, Langley and Tyndall AFB! All having its own Black painted 
T-38 taking the role of Aggressors for our F-22A Raptor Squadrons.

T-38 Aircraft by Serial Number
88th FTS EN 88FTS 61-0848, 65-10322, 65-10358, 65-10457, 68-8138
435th FTS RA 435FTS 68-8157, 68-8189, 68-8201, 69-7079, 70-1564

Weapon School F-15, F16 and A-10 have been flying quite actively before and after the Red 
flag launches. Aircraft from 16th 17th and 19th Weapon School of F-16, F-15 and A-10C re-
spectively been flying quite a bid of mission while we were on base. 
Rotary Wing have been very active in Red Flag 16-2. We have the US Navy Helicopter Sea 
Combat Squadron 21, MH-60, Naval Air Station North Island, California. They flew in their 
color bird which spots a beautifully painted Eagle on the tail.  Unfortunately we did not get 
to photograph much of the Chopper since she was either too far or did not fly through our 
path, US Marines brought in both the AH-1Z and UH-1Y nfrom HMLA-169 from 15th MEU and 
been flying very active during the Exercise. 

Article and Pictures by Dave Chng
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by Danny Reijnen

Bringing home 
1st RNLAF F-35
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The Dutch Parliament approved an order for eight Lockheed Martin F-35As in 
March 2015, confirming the aircraft as the official replacement for the F-16 for 
the Royal Netherlands Air Force. This lot of eight F-35s will be delivered in 2019. 
The current program of record for the Netherlands is for up to 37 aircraft. Cur-
renlty, there are two Dutch jets flying and four Dutch pilots who have completed 
training, along with several trained maintainers. 
On the 23th of May 2016, the first two Dutch F-35A aircraft, AN-1 (F-001) with 
about 370 flying hours and AN-2 (F-002) with about 340 flying hours, have ar-
rived at Leeuwarden air base, in the Netherlands, at the end of the type’s first 
eastbound transatlantic crossing.
Pilot’s Colonel Bert “Vidal” de Smit and Major Pascal “Smiley” Smaal conducted 
a fly by for nearly 2,000 base members, dignitaries and media before touching 
down. The dutch Minister of Defence Jeanine Hennis-Plasschaert was the first 
person to greet the two crew members. Their arrival was broadcasted live to 
the entire country.
In 2015, the dutch Minister of Defense made a commitment to do everything in 
her power to bring an F-35 to the Netherlands, as a means by which to remove 
concerns of residents in the areas of Leeuwarden and Volkel and to allow local 
residents experience the sound of the F-35 while also affording them the oppor-
tunity to voice their opinions.
 On the 26th of May 2016, these flights were successfully performed in the areas 
close to the airbases at Volkel and Leeuwarden. The F-35 flew in the afternoon 
and early evening, including an afterburner take-off, which was requested by the 
residents, the F-35 flew profiles alongside an F-16 - as they would normally do 

from both bases. The aircraft flew 28 sorties in order to give the local residents 
suffice opportunity to really experience exact noise levels.
The peak levels of the noise produced by the F-35 were measured on different 
locations in the neighbourhood of both airfields and were about 3 db higher then 
the peak level of the F-16.
In an interview with Colonel De Smit, De Smit stated that if the planes were in 
Holland just for the noise flights they would be done in three days. Because the 
dutch airfields have hardened shelters and in the United States the planes are 
operating out of sunshets, this is the perfect opportunity to perform tests with 
the planes in hardened shelters. This because the F-35 has more power then 
the F-16 wich could develop more fibration in the shelters and could damage the 
shelter and plane in worst case. 
“ The time that the F-35’s are in the Netherlands, the airforce is testing their 
equipment, their logistics and ofcourse the planes. If problems occure this is the 
time to discover problems and solve the problems before the planes arrive in 
2019 ”, De Smit stated. 
During the next three years  the Netherlands prepares for a total of 37 aircraft 
permanently based, starting with Leeuwarden  Airbase in 2019 and then Volkel 
Airbase in 2021.
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#accessories

x360 Design and Experience for Maximum Versatility  

The HP Spectre x360 is designed with an all CNC aluminum chassis and is 15.9 
millimeters in height and weighs 3.3 pounds (1.49 kg).(4) The device features 
polished metal on the sides that is achieved using a single machined cut, giving it a 
jewelry-like finish in a natural silver color.  

With the HP Spectre x360, customers get an ultra-thin PC with additional versatility 
to experience multiple modes in one device. Users can transition seamlessly from 
notebook mode for work, stand mode for viewing entertainment, tent mode for 
touchscreen entertainment, or tablet mode for on the go. To ensure the display 
glides smoothly and stays in place where a user wants it, the HP Spectre x360 has 
innovative new hinges that contain a set of three spiral gears for synchronized and 
precise movement. The geared hinge design allows the HP Spectre x360 to maintain 
the same thin profile in tablet mode that it has when closed. 

The HP Spectre x360 includes a full-sized, 1.5 millimeter travel keyboard to offer 
customers a comfortable and familiar experience. The HP Spectre x360 has an 
extra-wide glass touchpad for improved day-to-day usability. 

Premium Quality, No Compromises

To give customers the battery life they expect, the HP Spectre x360 features a 
56-watt hour battery that precisely fits into the CNC aluminum body. Next, HP 
looked at the biggest driver of battery drain – the high-resolution touch display. The 
touch panel on the HP Spectre x360 is optically bonded to the display, increasing 
brightness and pulling each pixel up to the surface of the display.

On models with the Quad HD display, the HP Spectre x360 takes advantage of 
Panel Self Refresh (PSR) technology which holds images on the screen to allow 
portions of the PC to power down when nothing on-screen is moving.  As a result 
of these and other focus areas, the HP Spectre x360 delivers up to 12.5 hours of 
battery life.

HP improved Wi-Fi reliability and performance in the HP Spectre x360 for home, 
work and on the go.  Based on issues identified in real-world testing, the wireless 
driver is tuned to improve performance on noisy networks and across a wide ran-
ge of wireless access points. The new antenna slot design featured at the top of 
the display allows for effective 2.4GHz and 5GHz tuning, in every mode – whether 
in notebook, stand, tent or tablet. The result is wireless throughput and connect 
rates that outperform other PCs. 

HP Spectre x360
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Power and Smart Features for Productivity
 
The HP Spectre x360 supports Intel® Core™ i5 and i7 
processors to tackle the most demanding tasks without 
lag.With a lightning fast SSD up to 512GB, customers can 
expect their PC to turn on instantly and load apps quickly.  

The Spectre x360 supports both a full-size HDMI and 
DisplayPort 1.2 compatible ports to allow customers to 
access content across multiple screens. Customers can 
also take advantage of the built-in Intel® Wireless Display 
technology to stream content on their living room TV.To 
accommodate multiple devices and accessories, the HP 
Spectre x360 has three USB 3.0 ports and with HP USB 
Sleep and Charge, customers can use the HP Spectre x360 
to charge their devices on the go even when in sleep mode.

Performance, Functionality and Style for the Professional
HP will also offer the HP Spectre Pro x360 for busi-
ness professionals through the company’s commercial 
distribution channels outside the United States. The HP 
Spectre Pro x360 features optional vPro™ technology 
on fifth generation Intel® Core™ i5 and i7 processors 
and a choice of Windows 7 or Windows 8 Pro operating 
systems. Enhanced with security and manageability, both 
the consumer and commercial versions of the HP Spectre 
x360 include a trusted platform module (TPM) chip. The HP 
Spectre x360 Pro also includes commercial warranty and 
service support, and HP Touchpoint Manager, a cloud-
based solution to help small- and mid-sized businesses 
easily manage and protect devices and data.
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tiger 
meet 2016

by CSABA Czeilinger

After last year’s Tiger Meet, I have decided I want to take part on 2016 
edition too. In Konya we already had romurs about the location of the 
NTM 2016. And finally one of them been true. 

The Tiger Meet in this year been held in Zaragoza, Spain by the Ala 15 
Squadron. My journey to Zaragoza started from London Luton airport 
on the 19th of May with the first easyJet flight to Barcelona. Unluckily 
the French Air Traffic Controllers made a decision about a strike and 
I nearly missed my chance to fly to Barcelona, but luckily they give to 
us a slot trough their airspace. After a nearly 2 hours long flight I have 
arrived to Barcelona and I was there much earlier then I expected, so I 
catched the earliest bus I just can. Because of this, I got the oppurtoni-
ty to catch most of the Thursday’s main mission landing session. After 
a couple hours photography session on the side of Zaragoza Air Base I 
was heated up for the Spotter’s day. 

After all of this thankfully to my friend I reached my hotel quickly and 
I can start planning my day in the airbase. Which one wasn’t easy be-
cause in this year the avgeeks just one day in the base not like in Konya 
we had 2 complete days in the base. So I had to plan carefully if I don’t 
want to miss anything. Finally I made my plan with my friend’s help and 
I just need a nice and long sleep to be ready for the big day. 

On the Spotter’s day we were aloud to get into the base from 8:00 on 
the morning. With my friend we made a deal about a 7:30 meeting in 
the town and get there in time. Because Spain is much more attrac-
tive country for many people then Turkey it was about 3 times more 
spotter on the big day. On the way to the base at the first check point 
where we entered the wider area of the base our car been inspected 
for explosive devices. As usual we were clear. So we carried on to the 
car park. The Spanish military forces give to us a clear and easy route 

to our parking position. After grabbing our cameras and every other 
stuff what we need next to the runway we locked the car and start 
our jurney to the selected position. But first we had to go trough on 
a check for explosive materials. 

The spotterday had a couple major changes. The main one is the pho-
togrpahers been allowed to get close to the runway only between 
9:30 and 12:30 because the security forces can’t granted their sup-
port after 14:00. And the second one is becuse the organiser had a 
couple problems during the spotters day planning they won’t charge 
anyone for being there but I think all of us whe been there donated 
to them the full price because it must be a hard work to organise a 
this kind of event for this many people. Between 12:30 and 14:00 the 
display teams do their practice flight for the Satuday’s open day. The 
shadow mission was planned to start at 9:30. and because of this 
changes they flown most of the tiger livery aircrafts. After the sha-
dow mission landings we been directed out from the area and we can 
take a look on the APRON where the non Spanish forces and a couple 
local aircraft been parked. At 14:00 we lined on the closest point 
where we just can from the taxiway. But this place was far away 
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from everything. After 10 minutes negotation with the last soliders who left 
there to keep us safe distante from the active zones they have seen we wont 
be dangerous to any aircraft they let us to line up to the side of the taxiway. 
The main mission take offs stared after 14:00 and the aircrafts start returning 
to the base around 16:00. On the main mission much more aircraft practiced 
because the shadow mission was mainly for the spotters only. In my oponion 
it was a great day. Every military aviation lover should be at least once on a 
Tiger Meet in their life! And I think we should say a spacial thanks to the: NATO 
Tiger Association to organise this day. To the Ala 15 and the Zaragoza Air base 
to be the host of the event! And of course to every single squadron who take 
part with their aircrafts on the spotters day and let us to catch many rare 
aircrafts in incredible paint schemes!

Flying Regards Csaba Czeilinger”
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Lenovo YOGA 900 Convertible Laptop
As the world’s thinnest Intel Core i convertible laptop1 with up to Intel’s latest 6th gen Core i7 processor, the new Lenovo 
YOGA 900 is beautifully slim and feather light (14.9 mm and 1.29 kg), yet amazingly powerful. The YOGA 900 provides 
flexibility with four usage modes (laptop, stand, tent, tablet), letting users work, watch or play in a variety of scenarios. 
Lenovo crafted the laptop with its recognizably different watchband hinge made of more than 800 intricately woven, 
individual pieces. The improved watchband hinge provides a noticeably smoother rotation – allowing users to flip and fold 
their YOGA 900 easily into different modes. The convertible laptop also takes full use of Windows 10 Continuum, allowing 
users to seamlessly move between laptop and tablet modes on their YOGA 900. It has 50 percent greater battery density 
(compared to the previous generation), allowing it to achieve up to nine hours2 of local video playback. From working 
through a long-haul flight in laptop mode to enjoying a movie marathon in stand mode to reading while commuting in 
tablet mode, the super-light YOGA 900 can flex into nearly any position to fit into users’ lives.
 
The 13.3-inch QHD+ (3200x1800) IPS Display has a wide viewing angle that takes full advantage of the new Windows 10 and 
brings digital content to life in vibrant colors. Entertainment experiences become more immersive with the device’s JBL® 
stereo speakers and Dolby Audio® Premium for powerful sound that’s crisp and clear. Users can escape into a home-
theater quality experience virtually anywhere—with audio that dynamically adjusts to deliver a virtual surround sound 
experience over the YOGA 900’s speakers and through headphones. The new YOGA 900 is designed with a Samsung3 Solid 
State Drive and greater memory capacity (offering up to 16 GB) for higher reliability and a faster experience with minimal 
noise. Remarkably, even with its razor-thin design, Lenovo improved the cooling system by 30 percent. Thanks to its 
distinct thermal solution and uniquely designed vent structure, it not only cools better but also stays quieter and cleaner.

Providing the full desktop computing experience – and more – the new Lenovo YOGA Home 900 challenges the notion of a 
typical desktop PC. Designed for portability, it breaks away from the constraints of cords and desks, reaching nearly any 
corner of the home. With up to an Intel 5th Gen Core i7 processor, optional NVIDIA® GeForce® 940A graphics, Windows 10 
and up to three hours4 of battery life, the YOGA Home 900 delivers desktop-level performance and productivity anywhere, 
while providing a new degree of immersive entertainment.
 
The improved AURA 3.0 interface comes with enhanced photo facial recognition and editing features. Users can lay the 
YOGA Home 900 flat and launch AURA 3.0 to easily access photos, videos and hundreds of new entertainment, productivity 
and education apps through the new AURA Store, now linked to the Windows Store. A curated set of apps from the Windows 
Store work best with the touch capabilities of the YOGA Home 900’s large 27-inch screen. The YOGA Home 900 explores new 
ways to bring modern families and friends closer together, from flipping through a digital photo album, getting artistic with 
creative painting and photo editing apps, hosting game night playing Air Hockey, to turning a video chat session into a family 
reunion.
 
 “From introducing the convertible laptop category three years ago with YOGA, we know people love the flexibility and porta-
bility of our multimode design,” said Dilip Bhatia, vice president, Worldwide Marketing and User Experience, PC & Enterprise 
Business Group, Lenovo. “The new YOGA 900 and YOGA Home 900 are not your traditional PC. We studied real user needs to 
make them as thin and light as possible for the portability that they need, while upping the PCs’ performance and refining the 
YOGA’s signature watchband hinge for an even smoother rotation to switch between modes.”

 “Windows 10 was designed to help people do great things, and Lenovo’s new YOGA PCs were built to maximize the operating 
system’s incredible features, such as Cortana, a personal assistant that goes with you from device to device, and our 
fantastic new browser, Microsoft Edge,” said Joe Belfiore, corporate vice president, Operating Systems Group, Microsoft 
Corp. “We worked closely behind the scenes with Lenovo to ensure its new PCs really brought to life the best of Windows 10, 
and we’re excited to see customers’ reactions to their new YOGA 900 and YOGA Home 900.”

lenovo.com
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Eisenhower 
Carrier Strike Group 
Visits Italy
by Raffaele Fusilli

Five ships from the Dwight D. Eisenhower Carrier Strike Group 
(Ike CSG) conducted port visits across Italy as part of the Great 
Green Fleet partnership between the U.S.-Italian navies, June 17-
22.

Aircraft carrier Dwight D. Eisenhower (CVN 69)(Ike) and guided-
missile cruiser USS San Jacinto (CG 56) visited Naples, while 
guided-missile destroyers USS Mason (DDG 87) moored in Genoa, 
USS Roosevelt (DDG 80) in Civitavecchia and USS Nitze (DDG 94) 
in Trieste. 

Prior to the port visits, the ships participated in a multi-day pas-
sing exercise (PASSEX), involving units of the Italian Navy’s Flotta 
Verde. The PASSEX highlighted energy conservation operations 
including short-cycle mission and recovery tanking (SMART), 
configuration management, trail shaft operations, steady-state 
transit, autopilot and minimized bleed air. It also involved a re-
plenishment-at-sea event during which the Italian oiler ITS Etna 
(A5326) gave more than 15,000 gallons of advanced fuel (F76 
equivalent) to Mason.

“The recent Great Green Fleet operations in the Mediterranean, 
along with the strike group port visits throughout Italy further 
highlight energy conservation technologies for both navies and 
emphasizes our enduring partnership with Italy,” said Rear Adm. 
Jesse Wilson, commander, Carrier Strike Group 10.

Port visits provide a mutual and increased understanding of 
culture and ideology, strengthen cooperation and enhance rela-
tionships between nations.

During the port visits, each ship hosted local civilian and military 
officials for a reception, conducted tours and community rela-
tions events. Our reporter Raffaele Fusilli, has had the chance to 
get on board and follow closely the deck’s operations.
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Eisenhower 
Carrier Strike Group 
Visits Italy
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#spotting-photo-report

Thracian Thunder
by Danny Reijnen
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The 74th “Flying Tiger” EFS in action in Bulgaria

Twelve A-10 Thunderbolt IIs from the 74th Expeditionary Fighter Squadron, 23rd 
Fighter Wing “Flying Tigers,” along with 350 supporting airmen, arrived in Amari Air 
Base, Estonia, Sept. 21st.
The A-10s, pilots, and maintainers, are part of a Theater Security Package deployment 
out of Moody Air Force Base, Georgia, in support of Operation Atlantic Resolve. Ope-
ration Atlantic Resolve continues as a demonstration of U.S. European Command and 
U.S. Air Forces in Europe’s commitment to the collective security of NATO members 
and partners. The training involved will enhance interoperability between systems 
and units.
As U.S. Air Force Lt. Col. Bryan France, 74th EFS commander stated in Estonia, “ Both 
the United States Air Force and the Estonian Air Force will gain tremendous benefits. 
It’s really a synergistic relationship that we gain when we are able to operate out 
of an airfield in a foreign country with our allies. We will be able to brief, execute, 
debrief together and learn those lessons and turn around and reapply them the next 
day.”
After months of training with their Estonian counterpart, other countries, and seve-
ral short small deployements, the A-10’s relocated to Graf Ignatievo airbase Bulgaria 
in januari 5th 2016, supporting the Operation Atlantic Resolve mission in Europe. 
Graf Ignatievo is the home of  3 Iztrebitelna Aviacionna Basa (3IAB), flying with the 
Mig29’s.
In 2015 several units of the United State Airforce got the chance to train against the 
Bulgarian Mig 29’s in relation with their deployments. 
Major-General Rumen Radev, commander of the Bulgarian Air Force stated on 23th 
of februari that the Bulgarian Airforce can offer good training possibilities with their 
Mig 29’s because they fly without any limitations. 
Together with the SU-25’s, normaly based at Bezmer air force base but now also 
temporarily based at Graf Ignatievo, the A-10’s took part in the excercise Thracian 
Thunder 2016.
The major goals of Thracian Thunder 2016 are: the improvement of operational com-
patibility of Bulgaria’s air forces for participation in operations under NATO com-
mand, the improvement of flight technique of the personnel, as well as the improve-
ment of logistic activities and maintenance of guest units.
Territory of the Graf Ignatievo air base and the Novo Selo training ground will be the 
venue of the joint training flights of Bulgarian Air Forces and 74th EFS, United States 
Air Force.
During their deployment, 74th EFS pilots took the chance to train in unimproved 
surface landings on an austere landing strip at Plovdiv, to simulate conditions of 
a deployed environment. This kind of training provides commanders the ability to 
project combat capability to areas otherwise denied by traditional airpower methods 
as explained by Lt. Col. Bryan France, 74th EFS commander: “The A-10 is a fighter 
aircraft that specializes in close air support, this training will prepare our pilots to 
land in a variety of surface conditions allowing us to bring the fight even further.”
The 74th EFS executed Combat Search en Rescue training during their small de-
ployment to Plovdiv. CSAR training involved A-10C Thunderbolt II integrating with 
a Bulgarian AS-532 Cougar helicopter to help locate, verify and extract surviving 
Airmen.
“ Our ability to work with our allies ensures that if we were ever to have a combat 
search and rescue scenario for real, we are going to be well trained,” said U.S. Air 
Force Capt. Thomas Ainscough, 74th EFS chief of plans. “It gives us a dedicated play-
book to reference when we need to execute these complicated and dynamic missions. 
We will be used to working with each other to rescue that survivor.”
The 74th EFS and the Bulgarian military conducted numerous CSAR training missions 
in February and will continue to do so with the goal of enhancing interoperability and 
perfecting the CSAR capability.
In Januari 2016 Defense Secretary Ash Carter announced that the A-10 not to be 
retired until 2022. That gives the “Flying Tigers” the time and oppertunity to train 
with their allies and hopefully gives other future A-10 Theater Security Packages the 
chance to come to train with their European allies and to make sure that the United 
States fullfil their commitment to the security and stability of Europe.
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#spotting-trip

LAUGHLIN 
BULLHEAD CITY Airport

by Giampaolo Tonello

Laughlin/Bullhead International Airport is a public use airport located 
one nautical mile north of the central business district of Bullhead 
City, in Mohave County, Arizona, United States It is owned by Mohave 
County. The airport is across the Colorado River and one block away 
from Laughlin, Nevada.
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Challenge yourself with the new Olympus 
Tough action camera

Super-rugged and ultra-flexible, Olympus new action camera adds tracking data to help improve your performance – Ten 
years after Olympus first sealed its serious imaging expertise inside a super-rugged casing, the TG-Tracker takes the 
all-action field log camera to new heights – and depths. While conventional action cameras convince in one area but fail in 
another – like image quality, shot selection or battery life – the TG-Tracker excels across the board. It combines the imaging 
power of Olympus high-end camera technology with the go-anywhere build quality that comes with a decade of category-
leading outdoor expertise. For fans of extreme sports, that makes a big difference: instead of recording a rough impression 
of what they really saw, they capture a really impressive record of what they saw when things got rough. The TG-Tracker 
has a detachable grip, ultra-wide angle lens, 5-axis image stabilisation and a flip-out LCD monitor – so you can easily frame 
and shoot blur-free, by hand, in harsh conditions. You aren’t limited to mounting the camera on your equipment. Given the 
TG-Tracker’s comprehensive new tracking and field logging capabilities, the result is a more gripping, higher quality way to 
re-live and share intense moments – like a sky or scuba dive, kite surfing jump or wild-water ride in a bucking canoe. Using 
the free App Olympus Image Track Ver 2.0, owners can review outdoor adventures with all the information they need to 
bring the physical challenge to life: altitude or depth, air or water temperature, geo-location and direction and speed of mo-
vement. The new TG-Tracker is compatible with many harnesses and mounts for all sorts of outdoor and sports equipment 
(adapter supplied). It is available from July 2016 for €349.

www.getolympus.com
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Grand Tour of Air Power Expo 2016 

BAS Ft Worth JRB
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Articles and Pictures from
Bill Havel and Dave Chng

“We have a unique opportunity to report this airshow from the arrival day/ 
practice day, Actual airshow days and departure. This grand overview shows 
unique pictures that most airshow coverage do not cover.”
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Friday April 22: Arrival and Practice Day

One of the best days to photograph air shows is the day before the actual 
show. Here in the US it is typically a Friday. Not only will you have the 
opportunity to photograph most of the scheduled acts who practice, like 
military TAC demos, but also the arrival of aircraft scheduled to be placed 
on static display.  
Add to that, shooting outside the base / airfield can afford you the oppor-
tunity for some unique angels to photograph from thereby setting some 
of your images apart from those who shoot at the show only. If you have 
the opportunity to photograph both, then that is even better as you can 
cover multiple angels.

Below (from top to bottom) are the aircraft that flew in for static display 
and/or actual show.  Those who practiced have a (*) next to their description.

Military Aircrafts

E/A-18G Growler, Modex 504, BuNo 166900, squadron VAQ-209 Starwar-
riors based out of (Naval Air Station) NAS Whidbey Island, Washington 
state, USA.

E/A-18G Growler, Modex 500 (CAG jet), BuNo 166895, squadron VAQ-209 
Starwarriors based out of NAS Whidbey Island, Washington state, USA.

F-18 A++ Modex  01, BuNO 162848, squadron VMFA-112 Cowboys based out 
of NAS Ft worth

A-10C BuNO. 78-094 and 79-197, 47th FS “Dogpatchers” DP AFRC Davis-
Monthan AFB (KDMA), Tucson AZ.

TC-12B Huron, BuNo 161517, squadron VT-35 Sting Rays based out of NAS 
Corpus Christi, Texas USA.  It is used for advanced turboprop training and 
for intermediate E-2 Hawkeye and C-2 COD training.

F-35C Lightning II, BuNo 168844, squadron VFA-101 Grim Reapers based 
out of Eglin AFB, Florida, USA. They are the Fleet Replacement Squadron 
(FRS) who train US Navy pilots to fly the F-35C.

B-52H BuNo 61-0017 squadron 307th Bomb Wing, Barkesdale AFB LA
MH-60R BuNo 167037 squadron Helicopter Maritime Strike Squadron 
(HSM) 48 Vipers base in NAS Jacksonville FL
C-130H BuNo 51367 Texas Air National Guard 136 Airlift Wing (136 AW), 
NAS Ft worth JRB

CH-47F BuNo 12-08880 squadron   214th Aviation Battalion US ARMY Fort 
Lewis, Washington

CH-47 BuNo from 2nd Battalion, 149th Aviation US ARMY San Antonio TX
Civilian Owned Warbirds 

*MiG-17 from fighter Jets Inc, owned and flown by Randy Ball

*CV-2B from the Cavanaugh Flight Museum, Dallas, TX, USA.

*A-37 Dragonfly from the Cavanaugh Flight Museum, Dallas, TX, USA.
*TA-4F Skyhawk, BuNo 153524, from the Collings Foundation Houston, 
Texas, USA.

C-17A, SN 80053 assigned to the 446 AW (Airlift Wing) which is an as-
sociate to the host 60 AW, McChord AFB (Air Force Base), Washington 
state, USA.

C-1A Trader, BuNo 146044, privately owned and flown.

T-44C Pegasus, BuNo 161061, squadron VT-31 Wise Owls based out of NAS 
Corpus Christi, Texas, USA. It is used for advanced turboprop training and 
for intermediate E-2 Hawkeye and C-2 COD training.

KC-10A Extender, assigned to the 349 AMW (Air Mobility Wing) which is 
an associate reserve unit assigned to the 60 AMW, Travis AFB, California, 
USA.

T-45C Goshawk, BuNo 165081, squadron VT-7 Eagles based out of NAS 
Meridian, Mississippi, USA. Pilots who graduate from this airframe go on 
to learn to fly USN and USMC tactical aircraft such as Hornets, Harriers 
and Prowlers.

T-6 Texan II , BuNo 04-715, squadron 8 FTS “8 Ballers” based out of Vance 
AFB , Oklahoma

Departure After the show.

While we were on base, we observe 301st FW hangers were full of F-16 
both from our local 301st FW and also 93rd FS. These jets were supposed 
to be deploying to Afghanistan on that same weekend. 
The After show aerial was fantastic since we get to catch the deployment 
launch of about 14 F-16C from mixed of 301st FW and 93rd FS. This was 
followed by Collins Foundation TA-4F, UH-1, AH-1 and OH6, the C1A, T45C 
and VFA-101 F-35C. 
As usual the Blue Angels left in a dramatic departure. The Blue Angels 
flotilla started with a four ship formation taking off followed by two ship 
with wing wave on takeoff. 
Final wave consists of a single #7 F-18D and Fat Albert C130 depature.
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Traveling light in style
What to do if you don’t need the mm’s of a big prime lens and 
want to travel light? This was a question which was on my 
mind before i visited the exercise “Anatolian Eagle” in Turkey. 
Because the action is relatively close to the photographers, 
hauling around my Canon 200-400 f4L IS USM 1.4x was no 
option this time. After some research i went for the Canon 
70-200 f4L IS and a 1.4x extender Mk III combo to use with the 
1dx Mk I. Keeping in mind i could use this lens also in museums 
for the more detailed work without the extender.
The lens is super light in comparison with the most prime len-
ses and delivers super crisp pictures. The build is very good. 
Loved the weather seals around the mounting bracket of the 
lens. The autofocus, although i was warned it was slow, perfor-
med quick and spot on. The image stabiliser system however 
is a bit noisy. All the controls are right at your fingertips and 
built in such a way that accidentally moving them is reduced to 
a minimum. Sadly a tripod mount is not included when you buy 
the lens. When you combine this lens with the 1.4x III extender, 
the 70-200 f4 becomes a 98-280 f/5.6 lens. Nothing much 
changes on the performance of the lens. No noticeable reduc-
tion in autofocus speed at all. I must admit that the pictures 
taken with the converter were a little bit softer. But this was 
easily fixed with a little editing, sharpening,  afterwards. The 
one thing i really missed was flicking the extender on and of as 
on the 200-400. Now i had to remove the extender from time 
to time. Which resulted on some dust getting on my sensor. A 
minor setback.
The combo was used in cloudy and sunny, even backlit, cir-
cumstances. And it always delivered the pictures i was aiming 
for. 
It will never reach the high quality of most Canon prime len-
ses. But it comes pretty close. So it never will and can replace 
my most used Canon 200-400 lens. But if you don’t need the 
mm’s this is the combination to use. I will be using it a lot more 
in the future.

by Ludo KloeK
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Plustek OpticFilm 8100 is a dedicated and versatile film scanner with 
7200 dpi optical resolution. Its light sources give images more precise 
color rendering with less power consumption. Two one-touch buttons 
make scanning easier and more efficient for sharing on websites 
such as Flickr, Facebook, Picasa, etc. Compared with the conventional 
flatbed scanners, the Plustek OpticFilm 8100 provides a much smaller 
footprint. The scanner is about the same size as a loaf of bread and 
takes less space on one’s desktop. All OpticFilm scanners also include 
a custom carrying bag that can be used for transportation or storage. 
The Plustek OpticFilm 8100 and SilverFast software make a perfect 
combination. SilverFast Multi-Exposure® is especially for increasing 
the dynamic range, which adds more shadow details and eliminates 
noise. SilverFast NegaFix® with over 120 profiles for negative film 
guarantees best results when converting negatives into brilliant 
positives.

The Plustek OpticFilm 8100 scanner is bundled with the newest version 
of LaserSoft Imaging’s acclaimed scanner software - SilverFast 8. 
Its WorkflowPilot® guides users through all scanning and processing 
steps. The new developed graphical user interface is more intuitive 
and easy to use. Meanwhile, multitasking capable and 64-bit hardware 
support is extremely fast and efficient. (For more information, please 
visit www.silverfast.com)
With the Plustek OpticFilm 8100 it is easier than ever to get started. 
It is the ideal film scanner for a wide range of users, including home 
users, lomographers, small office / workshop users, amateur photo-
graphers and photographers.

plustek.com

Plustek
OpticFilm 8100
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#spotting-guide

Innsbruck
spotting guide
by PSC Verona
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“Spotting is not a crime”, was a message which, some time ago, has been around 
the world of social networks. Of course, thsi message was clearly directed to those 
countries where our passion is not yet conceived as an upstanding hobby, but is often 
seen as a hindrance, if not a problem for security and safety of the airports.
Obviously, not all countries have this philosophy, in some places you could find spot-
ting areas equipped with holes on the fences, accessible terraces (and often free to 
access), and a clear willingness for spotters and enthusiasts also from people who 
work at the airports.
This is the case of Innsbruck International Airport (LOWI/INN), a small Austrian airport 
which has great traffic during the winter season and becames an unmissable spotting 
destinations for the enthusiasts.
Easily accessible by car or public transport, Innsbruck airport represents a recurring 
appointment for spotters who come in this nice place from the half of December to 
March, a quarter of the year during which air traffic increases exponentially, espe-
cially on Saturdays.
The runway is east-west oriented (26/08) and the parallel taxiway runs in the south 
of the runway, also the terminal is in the south, while in the north you find the local  
aeroclub, which you’ll find extremely busy.
This runway orientation, optimal if you remain in the south side of the airfiels, offers a 
plenty of photographic opportunities at any time of day. The only limitation is, conside-
ring the winter season, the fact that the airport is in the middle of a valley and then, at 
a certain time, the sun hides behind the mountains behind the spotters.
However during the day you have not limits to your fantasy: from landings (usually 
from RWY26, except for a few rare cases in which the aircraft make a thrilling visual 
approach to RWY08) and taxies, and of course take offs with the snowy mountains in 
background that dues to the optical effect seem lick the ridges a few hundred meters 
from the wings. 
As we told at the beginning of the story this is a spotters friendly airport as you can 
find that in the airport fences there are a lot of dedicated holes in which you can 

easily insert the lens without any risk of damage. This feature is widespread in all the 
Austrian and Swiss airports.
Another great feature are car parks, you can safely leave the car in special areas 
and then walk to look for the best location based on the type of photographs that you 
want to take.
In winter, coinciding with the WEF (World Economic Forum) in Switzerland, it is possi-
ble to catch military aircraft patrolling the Austrian airspace.
In addition to spotting points along the fences, you can also access the spotters ter-
race in the terminal. Until a few years ago, it was considered one of the Europe’s 
most beautiful terraces overlooking the apron, but because of the extension of the 
underlying waiting rooms and the related extension of the overlay and the presence of 
some intrusive light domes, the view has been reduced and is more difficult to make 
close up of the aircraft noses in the square. 
All the other operations are well documentable, included takeoffs from RWY08 with 
the breathtaking view of the aircraft which climbs  close to the mountains. From this 
position you can also take shots of another kind of this airport’s air traffic, the genera 
aviation and the business aviation: the right side of the apron in fact is usually full of 
bizjets and helicopters.
Because there is no prohibition, it is possible to stop there also in the evening, when 
thanks to the tripod you can do amazing photos.
In short, it is an airport that involves you from morning to late evening as a few others 
in Europe, which offers more and different shots in a special atmosphere. It is a de-
stination that we recommend to everyone at least once a year, perhaps together with 
other friends. We guarantee it will be an experience you will not forget!
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#gear

FUJIFILM announces the ultimate mirrorless 
digital camera “FUJIFILM X-T2”

FUJIFILM Corporation (President: Kenji Sukeno) has announced that, on September 8, 
2016, the company will release the FUJIFILM X-T2 - the ultimate mirrorless digital ca-
mera that uses advanced technologies to achieve premium image quality, outstanding 
operability and beautiful design reminiscent of traditional cameras.
The X-T2 combines the sensor and image processing engine developed by Fujifilm, with 
an ultra-sharp range of FUJINON lenses for excellent image resolution.  Fujifilm’s color-
reproduction technology, formulated over 80 years, delivers images of unparalleled 
quality and realism, recording a subject’s textures, three-dimensional feel and even 
the atmosphere surrounding it.
The X-T2’s compact and lightweight camera body is also dust-resistant, water-resi-
stant and capable of operating at temperatures as low as -10°C.  Its autofocus and 
electronic viewfinder performance have both been substantially improved, making it 
more adaptable than ever before at shooting a moving subject under difficult condi-
tions, such as sports or wildlife photography, which had previously been considered 
difficult with mirrorless cameras.

For the first time in the X Series, the X-T2 supports 4K video recording.  The Film Simu-
lation modes, used for still images, can be applied to video to easily produce premium-
quality footage.
The X-T2’s design is modeled after the “central viewfinder style” of the FUJIFILM X-T1, 
which has been popular since its launch in 2014.  This proven stable form factor pro-
vides a camera that is perfectly sized with ergonomic dials laid out exactly where 
they are needed for excellent, intuitive operability. Couple the X-T2 with the optional 
grip to provide a superior balance, especially when mounted with a telephoto lens.  
Immerse yourself in photography through the large viewfinder with the magnification 
ratio of 0.77x.  The sense of perfect alignment from the center of your body to a subject 
through the lens creates an illusion that you have become one with the camera for the 
ultimate photographic pleasure.
The full lineup of 22 FUJINON lenses covers a wide range of focal lengths from ultra 
wideangle to ultra telephoto.  The compact and lightweight lenses are all optimally de-
signed for APS-C sensors, and incorporate standout features including large maximum 
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aperture and powerful image stabilization to meet photographers’ diverse demands.
The X-T2 is to become the X Series’ flagship model along with FUJIFILM X-Pro2, the 
world’s only rangefinder-style camera with the Hybrid Multi Viewfinder, released in 
March this year.  The two models deliver unparallelled performance in their distinctive 
fields, with the X-T2 excelling in portraiture, nature and sports photography, and the 
X-Pro2 ideal for snapshots and discreet documentary photography.

www.fujifilm.com

Click to play the video
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55 Jahre Taktisches 
Luftwaffengeschwader 74 
by Salvatore Roccella
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2016 is an important year for the German Air Force as it celebrates 
60 years of activity, and celebrates the 55th anniversary of the foun-
ding of 74th Tactical Air Force Wing (Taktisches Luftwaffengeschwader 
74 formely known as Jagdgeschwader 74 o JG 74 ). On the occasion 
of these two important anniversaries German Air Force organized an 
open day in Neuburg Air Base. 
The day bevore the major open day also a small spotters day was hel 
di the airbase, giving the opportunity to a small group of enthusiasts 
to see closely the organization of a mayor aeronautical event.  As you 
can see from the photos many aircraft were displayed in Neuburg and 
the good weather helped spotters to spend a really memorable day 
among Typhoons, Tornados, CH-53s, F-15Cs, Mig29s, F-18s, Gripens, 
F-16s, C295s and the new A400M.
The 74th Tactical Air Force Wing operates two squadrons of Euro-
fighter Typhoons fighters and provides air defence duties for southern 
Germany. JG 74 was activated in 1961 and it was equipped with F-86K 
Sabre aircraft coming from JG 75. From 1964 to 66 the unit received 
the legendary F-104G Starfighters which, in 1974 were replaced by 
F-4F Phantoms nicknamed “Air Defence Diesel” because the smoke 

generated by their General Electric J79 engines. Since 2006 the 
department has begun the transition to the Eurofighter Typhoon 
aircraft which are actually used for the air defence tasks. From Oc-
tober 2013, the unit was renamed Taktisches Luftwaffengeschwader 
74  (TLG 74) as part of the Luftwaffe’s internal reorganization.
In 1973 JG 74 received the honorary name of “JG 74 Mölders” in 
memory of German World War II fighter ace Werner Mölders. Howe-
ver,  in 2005 the name “Mölders” was dropped by JG 74 since the 
German Military History Institute established that Werner Mölders’s 
actions concurred with the Nazi government, and he never opposed 
the Nazi regime.

Salvatore Roccella
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